Present: Brian Coffey, José Rios, Tom Diehm.

1. Approval of Minutes

Minutes from the 05/20/09 meeting were approved.

2. Course Applications

TINFO 320: Approved with following changes: Put course prefix and number in correct boxes at top right hand corner of page 1; delete NW area of knowledge; delete the first “the” from Catalog Description to meet 50-word limit. José will make these changes and forward.

TCSIG 250: Approved with the following changes: delete Lisa Tice’s name from the syllabus as Disability Coordinator—she’s no longer at UWT.

TPOLS 440: Approved as is.

TPOLS 490: Approved with the following change: What is the range of variable credit available for this course? Please notify José who will then make change and forward.

TWRT 464: Approved as is.

TCOM 440: Approved as is.

TECON 350: Resubmission from last meeting. Approved as is.

TECON 440: Approved with the following changes: alter abbreviated title to GLOBAL ECON CHAL; delete sentence from justification about “important hole.” José will make these changes and forward.

TECON 460: Approved with the following changes: alter abbreviated title to CHINA GLOBAL ECON. Under Course Description, move the first sentence to the end of the description (better flow). Please make changes and return to José.

TEDUC 540: Approved as is.

TEDUC 541: Approved as is.

TEDUC 543: Approved as is.
TPOLS 340: Approved with the following change: place “x” in “change course description” box. José will make change and forward.

3. **2009-2010 Schedule**

José distributed the Curriculum Committee Deadline schedule for next academic year. It will also be sent to the Program Administrators

4. **Next Meeting**

October 21, 2009, 12:30, location TBA

5. **Adjournment**

The meeting adjourned at 12:58 p.m.

Respectfully submitted,
Tom Diehm, PhD, MSW
Committee Member